AMENDMENT TO RULES COMMITTEE PRINT 116–54
OFFERED BY MR. VEASEY OF TEXAS

Page 563, after line 17, insert the following:

“(4) FEDERAL SHARE.—Notwithstanding paragraphs (2) and (3), the Federal share of the net cost of a mobility as a service project or a mobility on demand service project in operation on the date of enactment of the INVEST in America Act shall be 80 percent for fiscal years 2021 through 2023 and shall be reduced by 25 percent if such project involves an eligible use that uses a vehicle that produces carbon dioxide or particulate matter for fiscal years 2024 and beyond.

Page 565, line 21, insert “or, in the case of a mobility as a service project or a mobility on demand service project in operation on the date of enactment of the INVEST in America Act, a van that carries at least 6 passengers” after “passengers”.”